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Since the human kind, ways have to be
overcome. The human average speed of
5 km/h was enough to push the
advancement forward and overcome this
natural limit. Space seems to lose its
relevance during the technically
evolutionary process. Uses of natural
forces help the humans to conquer the
earth and the water as their
transportation medium. In constant
motion over the dialogue of cultures, the
humans even had conquered the air. The
transport of many humans as possible at
the same time as before but over further areas implies the structure of
complex networks. At the moment this development reflects in the
worldwide airport structure. The rising air traffic and the associated
bureaucratic expenditure let the individual shrink to a minimum
wherewithal. Numbers, prices, arrivals, losses, and these data move over
other still faster ports. The humans are getting charges of a supernatural
machine. But this tied reductions of the individual characteristics cause
wrong numbers, losses, errors. Hermeneutic view of the world ad
absurdum. This pitiful attempt to control the nature of the universe, to
impose it regularity, fails also again and again at the interface of the
homohomosapiens, called the airport. Departure is not always on time,
arrival is not always at the correct place, canceled flights, and all of these
factors need to be accepted. Often these irregularities are a reason why
the individual wake up of its forced function. Pleasure of the
unforeseeable, the spontaneous can make one second become an unique
and unexchangeable experience. Finally humans are pleased when they
can escape from the artificial spiral of regularity because of an error in the
system. Like a sunbeam breaks itself in rain, this breakout can become as
beautiful as a rainbow.
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Tracklisting

Nr. Trackname min:sec quality

01 Part 1 (05:17) 192kbps
02 Part 2 (04:47) 192kbps
03 Part 3 (07:06) 192kbps
04 Part 4 (07:44) 192kbps
05 Part 5 (03:36) 192kbps
06 Part 6 (04:15) 192kbps
07 Part 7 (05:44) 192kbps
08 Part 8 (04:11) 192kbps
09 Part 9 (08:18) 192kbps


